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Abstract—The evaluation of validities is a fundamental step in
the design of the multimodel approach. Indeed, it is thanks to
validities that we estimate the contribution of each base-model in
the reproduction of the behavior of the global process in a given
operating area. These coefficients are calculated most commonly
by the approach of the residues formulated by the distance
between the real output and the sub-models’ outputs. In this
paper, a strategy allowing to improve the performances of the
residues’ approach in terms of precision and robustness is
proposed. This strategy is based on a quasi-hierarchical
structuring. A simulation example and a validation on a semibatch reactor showed the interest and the effectiveness of the
proposed strategy.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The multimodel approach has been of considerable interest
for many years. The works of [1] and [2] define the idea of the
multimodel approach as the apprehension of a nonlinear
behavior of a system by a set of local models (linear or affine)
characterizing the system operation in different operating
zones. The motivation of this approach ensues from the fact
that it is often difficult to conceive or to identify a model taking
into account the complexity of the studied system. Using this
definition, the multimodels can be understood as models
defined around different operating points.
The multimodel approach offers an interesting alternative
and a powerful tool to bypass the difficulties to identify,
control and diagnose a nonlinear and complex system [3]-[8].
The multimodel modeling concept consists of simply to
represent the dynamics of a nonlinear system by a family of
relatively simple models properly characterizing the
functioning of the system in its different operating areas. This
models family constitutes the base of local models of the
system.
In the literature, three different methods may be employed
for the determination of the models’ base [9]. The first one is
only based on the measures of inputs/outputs of the system
from which are estimated the different models’ parameters [5],

[10], [11]. For the second and the third method, we supposed to
have a nonlinear mathematical model, the base-models are
obtained either by linearization around the different operating
points [1], or by convex polytopic transformation [6], [12].
The global model output, so-called multimodel output, is
obtained by a combination of the local models’ outputs
weighted by their validity indexes representing the relevance
degree of each model estimated at each instant by a suitable
decision process.
Several validities’ calculation methods have been proposed
in the literature [13]-[17]. The residues’ approach is the most
commonly used [3], [4], [12], [13], [18]-[20]. This approach is
based on the calculation of the residues formulated by the
distance between the real output and the sub-models’ outputs.
However, the performances of the multimodel approach, whose
base-models’ validities are calculated by the residues’
approach, are considerably deteriorated in several cases of
complex systems [13], [16], [17]. A new strategy, presented in
this paper, allows to solve this problem and to improve the
precision of the multimodel approach.
The paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, the validity
concept is presented. The classical residues’ approach is
presented in Section 3. The new strategy of validities’
computation by the residues’ approach is detailed in Section 4.
To illustrate the interest and efficiency of the new strategy, the
simulation results are given in Section 5. Section 6 is reserved
for validation on a semi-batch reactor.
II.

VALIDITY CONCEPT

The validity vi represents the contribution of the local
model M i in the description of the behavior of the global
system in a given operating area. It is estimated at each instant
by a suitable decision process (Fig. 1). When it is equal to 0,
the corresponding model is considered as inactive and
consequently has no influence on the global multimodel
system. If, on the contrary, this validity takes the value 1, the
model represents perfectly the process at the considered
instant. In the case where the relevance degree is between 0
and 1, the corresponding model M i represents partially the
system behavior [13].
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The validities’ approach presented above is effective in
cases where the operating areas present overlapping [10].
In some cases the validities values are so moved closer that
we need to implement methods known as reinforcement
methods in order to distinguish them. This reinforcement
operation may be defined for example by (6).
Fig. 1. Structure of the validities’ estimation for the multimodel approach.

The base-models’ validities satisfy the following convex
sum property [21]:

vi   0,1 ; i  1, 2, , L
L


 vi  1
 i 1
Where, vi is the validity of the ith model and L is the
number of base-models.
Once the validities are estimated, the multimodel output is
obtained by a combination of the local models’ outputs
weighted by their respective validities and given by the
following formula:
L

 ymm (k )   vi (k ) yi (k ) 
i 1

Where, yi is the output of local model M i .
III.

, L 

Where, y is the process output and yi is the output of the
model M i .
The validities are deducted from the following equation:

ri
L

 ri

; i  1,

, L 

j 1

These validities are normalized by (5).





, L 

The normalized reinforced validities, satisfying the convex
sum property, are given by [3]:

vi renf n 

vi renf
L

 v j renf

; i  1,

, L 

j 1

IV.

THE NEW PROPOSED STRATEGY

A. Problem Statement
In order to highlight the deterioration phenomenon of the
quality of the approximation by the multimodel representation
using the residues’ approach to estimate the validities’ indexes,
the approximation problem of the following static nonlinear
function is considered:

 

RESIDUES’ APPROACH

The validities’ calculation is based on the residues which
are based on the online calculation of the difference between
the process output and those of the various models M i of the
base:

 vi  1 

j 1
j i

y (t )  1  exp t 2 sin  t  ; t   2; 2 

This method requires only knowledge of the base-models
outputs and the global system response [14].

 ri  y  yi ; i  1,

L

vi renf  vi  1  v j ; i  1,

The system operating space can be decomposed into two
operating areas. Each zone is then characterized by a submodel (Fig. 2):

Model M1 : y1 (t )  3.03t  1


Model M 2 : y2 (t )  1.78t  2.74
The multimodel is then given by the following equation:
ymm (t )  v1 (t ) y1 (t )  v2 (t ) y2 (t ) 

whose validities are estimated by the residues’ approach.
The Fig. 3 illustrates a dynamic behavior of the nonlinear
function badly approached by the multimodel in the range
0.1,0.7 . This is due to the insufficiency of the decomposition
of the operating space into two zones. Decomposing then the
operating space into three zones (Fig. 4), a third model is added
to the models’ base:
Model M 3 : y3 (t )  1.82t  0.77 
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shows a high deterioration of the approximation quality
compared to the case when the operating space is decomposed
into two areas.
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear system and local models with L=2.
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Fig. 5. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=3.
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By examining the strategy on which is based the estimation
of the validities values by residues’ approach, it can be
concluded that the weakness of this strategy is related to the
normalization phase relative to the different residues. Indeed,
this phase does not take into account the result obtained in the
case of the decomposition of the operating space into two
areas. To remedy this problem a new strategy will be proposed
in the following.
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Fig. 3. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=2.
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B. New Proposed Strategy
Let us assume that at instant k , the residues’ calculation
using (3) gives ascending values (r1  r2   rL ) . The new
strategy is based on a quasi-hierarchical structuring as shown
(v1, v2 , , vL )
in
Fig.
6
whose
validities
and
(v pmm1 , v pmm2 , , v pmm( L2) ) are calculated by (5) or (7).
The validity of each base-model is given, therefore, by the
following equation:
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Fig. 4. Nonlinear system and local models with L=3.

Re-calculating the relevance degrees of the different submodels by the residues’ approach, the result of approximation
by the multimodel approach is given in Fig. 5. This figure
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Fig. 6. New strategy: quasi-hierarchical structure.

In the general case and for each instant k , the base-models
validities are calculated by Algorithm 1.

26

if j  1
L2

vi  v j  v pmmk ;

27

Algorithm 1 : Validities Computation

k 1

else if j  L
vi  vL ;
else

1 Begin
2 Create a table: Taby  [ y1 y2
yL ]
3 Calculate the corresponding residues by equation (3);
rL ] ;
4 Create a table: Tabr  [r1 r2
5 Arrange Tabr in ascending order into TabCr and create a

28

table Tabind for the corresponding indices of Tabr ;
6 for i  1 to 2
ri  TabCr [i ] and Calculate vi by (5) (or by (7));
7
9 end
10 y pmm1  v1.Taby [Tabind [1]]  v2 .Taby [Tabind [2]] ;

31
end
32
end
33 end
34 end
35 end

29

vi  vj

30

11 j  1;
12 for i  3 to L
13 ri  TabCr [i ] and rpmm j | y  y pmm j |;
Calculate vi and v pmm j by (5) (or by (7));

16
17
18
19

if i  L
STOP !;
else
y pmm j1

pmmk

;

2
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 v pmm j .y pmm j  vi.Taby [Tabind [i]] ;

20 end
j  j  1;
21
22 end
23 for i  1 to L
24 for j  1 to L
25
if Tabind [ j ]  i

k  j 1
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Fig. 7. Nonlinear system and multimodel approximation with L=3

(new strategy).
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Applying this new strategy to the static nonlinear function
(8), a perfect adequacy between the nonlinear model data and
those of the multimodel is shown in Fig. 7.
V.

SIMULATION EXAMPLE

In order to underline the interest of the new strategy of
residues’ approach for validities’ computation, a simulation
example was considered. The performances of the models are
assessed using the Mean Square Error (MSE) and the
Variance-Accounted-For (VAF) indicators given by the
following equations [22]:

1
N

MSE 

N

  y (k )  y
k 1

(k )  
2

mm


 var  y(k )  ymm (k )  

VAF  max 1 
,0 100% 
var  y(k ) 




Where, y (k ) and ymm (k ) are the system and the
multimodel output, and var() denotes the variance of a signal.
The considered example is a discrete system with time
varying parameters, described by the following equation [17]:

y(k )  a1 (k ) y(k  1)  a2 (k ) y (k  2) 
+b1 (k )u (k  1)  b2 (k )u (k  2)



The multimodel output is obtained by the fusion of the
different models outputs y1 ( k ) , y2 (k ) and y3 (k ) weighted by
their respective validity indexes v1 (k ) , v2 ( k ) and v3 (k ) :
ymm (k )  v1 (k ) y1 (k )  v2 (k ) y2 (k )  v3 (k ) y3 (k ) 

Let us consider the following validation input sequence:

 k 
u(k )  0.5   exp(0.05k )  cos 
 
 30 
The validities are calculated at first by the classical
formulation of the residues’ approach (reinforced validities),
and secondly by the new strategy.
The simulation results are given in Fig. 9 and 10 where the
relative error between the real and the multimodel outputs is
calculated using the following equation:

erelative (k ) 

y(k )  ymm (k )
100% 
y (k )

These figures show that the new strategy of residues’
approach for validities’ computation clearly improves the
precision of the multimodel output compared with the results
obtained by the residues’ approach in its classical formulation.
This is also proved by the performance indicators (Table 1).
5

The variation laws of different parameters of the process
are given by Fig. 8.

4.5
4

By applying the multimodel approach, Talmoudi et al. [17]
demonstrated that the models base is composed of three models
whose transfer functions are given by:
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TABLE I.

 pi  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%

MSE AND VAF

Classical formulation

New strategy

MSE

0.0104

0.0049

VAF

97.07%

98.65%

A. Robustness Study
In order to evaluate the quality of the validities calculation
method based on the new strategy while comparing it to the
residues’ approach in its classical formulation, a robustness
study of these two methods was made. Three cases are
examined:
1) Robustness relative to output measurement error:
In this case, the variance of the measurement error was
adjusted so that a noise-to-signal ratio at output (SNR) was
0.1%, 1%, 5% and 10% in power:

SNR(%) 

By examining Tables 2 to 4, it can be noted that despite the
influence of the validities calculation method based on the new
strategy by the level of the measurement error as well as the
deviations of the parameters and poles of the base-models, it
generally gives better results than the classical residues
method.
TABLE II.

2) Robustness relative to the base-models parameters:
The deviation of the base-models parameters is defined as
follows:

3) Robustness relative to the base-models poles:
The deviation of the base-models poles is defined as
follows:

VAF

MSE

VAF

 pi  

 pi
100

pi0 

The simulation was made for the following variations:

0.0109

0.0054

1

0.0170

0.0105

5

0.0320

0.0244

10

0.0441

0.0372

0.1

96.93%

98.49%

1

95.25%

97.07%

5

91.32%

93.38%

10

87.69%

89.62%

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO THE BASE-MODELS PARAMETERS
Classical
formulation

New strategy

0.0105

0.0048

0.1

0.0328

0.0239

0.2

0.0511

0.0406

0.5

0.0227

0.0183

0.01

96.99%

98.61%

0.1

90.62%

93.26%

0.2

90.30%

92.56%

0.5

96.65%

94.83%

TABLE IV.

pi  pi0   pi 
with:

0.1

Deviation of
parameters
(%)
0.01

The simulation was made for the following variations:

 ai  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%


 bi  0.01;0.1;0.2 and 0.5%

New strategy

TABLE III.

MSE

 ai

 ai   100 ai0


    bi b
i
 bi
100 0

Classical formulation

VAF

ai  ai0   ai


bi  bi0  bi
with:

SNR (%)

MSE

var( w(k ))
100 
var( y0 (k ))

Where, y0 (k ) represents the part of the noise-free output
signal and w( k ) is the measurement error.

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO OUTPUT MEASUREMENT ERROR

ROBUSTNESS RELATIVE TO THE BASE-MODELS POLES

Deviation of
the poles (%)
0.01

Classical
formulation
0.0099

0.1

0.0030

0.0014

0.2

0.0285

0.0212

0.5

0.0660

0.0600

0.01

97.18%

98.72%

0.1

99.18%

99.63%

0.2

94.52%

96.29%

0.5

81.14%

82.72%

VI.

New strategy
0.0046

VALIDATION ON A CHEMICAL REACTOR

The performances obtained by the new proposed validities
calculation strategy incited us to apply it on a real model of
chemical reactor [5], [11].
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Fig. 11 shows the experimental device of the process.
The used reactor is a semi-batch reactor for the chemical
esterification of the olive oil according to the following
reaction:


 Ester + Water
Acid + Alcohol 

The esterification reaction is carried out in a stirred tank
surrounded by a jacket where a heat-transfer fluid which
assures a thermal contribution to the reactor flows at a constant
rate.
The heat-transfer fluid passes through a plate heat
exchanger (E2) where it will be cooled, then through a resistor
exchanger (E1) where it will be heated before arriving at the
jacket.
Temperature sensors are used to measure the temperatures
of the reactor (Tr) and those of the heat transfer fluid at the inlet
(Tede) and outlet (Tsde) of the jacket.

Fig. 12 represents the set of identification data picked out
of the reactor. The selected excitation signal Q is a Pseudo
Random Binary Sequence (PRBS) applied to the reactor with a
sampling time equal to 180 s.
The models’ base is determined by applying the method
based on the Kohonen networks [11]. This approach requires
firstly determining the number of clusters. The next step
consists in classifying the identification data set. And finally a
step of structural and parametric estimation of the base-models
is necessary.
Three second order systems are obtained:

H1 ( z 1 ) 

5.95 105 z 1  0.00185 z 2

1  1.238 z 1  0.2646 z 2
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3.255  105 z 1  0.00113z 2
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1  1.135 z 1  0.1677 z 2
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Fig. 11. Experimental device.

Fig. 12. Identification data set.

Three operational phases are distinguished in the
production of ester:
 Heating phase: The reactive initially at an ambient
temperature is heated to a temperature which
corresponds to the reaction temperature.
 Reaction phase: During which the temperature of the
reactional environment is maintained constant.
 Cooling phase: In order to retrieve the ester, the reactor
is cooled back to the ambient temperature.
The process is considered as a mono-variable system where
the control variable is the electric power Q supplied by the
heating resistors while the output is the reactor temperature
Tr [5].
Such a system is nonlinear and the use of multimodel
approach is recommended [11].

The result of the validation phase is given by Fig. 13 where
the multimodel output is calculated by the fusion of the three
base-models outputs weighted by their respective validity
indexes determined at first by the residues’ approach in its
classical formulation (simple validities), and secondly by the
new proposed strategy.
It can be seen that the new strategy of validities’
computation by residues’ approach offers a very satisfactory
precision as compared to the residues’ approach in its classical
formulation. Indeed, the multimodel output, obtained by
exploiting this new strategy, follows with a high precision the
real output and describes perfectly the system behavior.
However, the output obtained by the exploitation of the
classical residues’ approach follows the real output with a
relatively important error. This is also proved on Fig. 14. On
this figure, we drew the evolutions of the relative errors
between the system output and the multimodel outputs
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exploiting the residues’ approach in its classical formulation
and the new proposed strategy. It’s clearly observed that the
relative error is equal to zero by applying the new proposed
strategy.
120

100

Output

80

Operating modes management and resolving conflicting
connections between them are meaningful and challenging
issues, which will be studied in the future work.

Process output
Residues' approach : Classical formulation
Residues' approach : New strategy

60

40

20

estimation. In this study, a new strategy, allowing to improve
the performances of the residues’ approach for validities’
computation, is proposed. This strategy is based on a quasihierarchical structuring. The different steps of validities
computation were detailed. The numerical simulation results,
described in this paper, prove the efficiency of the new
proposed strategy as well as its impact on the improvement of
the performances of the residues’ approach in terms of
precision and robustness. The use of the new strategy on a
model of semi-batch chemical reactor showed that, in this case,
the multimodel approach leads to a perfect modeling of the real
process.
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Fig. 13. Real and multimodel outputs of chemical reactor.
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Fig. 14. Evolutions of the relative errors of chemical reactor.
TABLE V.

MSE AND VAF OF CHEMICAL REACTOR

Classical formulation

New strategy

MSE

6.1632

8.116×10-29

VAF

98.48%

100%

[9]
[10]

[11]

The performance indicator MSE (Mean Square Error) was
calculated to evaluate the new proposed strategy of validities’
computation by residues’ approach compared to the classical
formulation of the same approach. It is null in the case of
applying the new proposed strategy (Table 5). The varianceaccounted-for VAF asserts this result by its value that is equal
to 100% (Table 5).
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper treats one of the principal issues of the
multimodel approach which is the base-models validities

[12]

[13]

[14]
[15]
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